GEORGIA STATE UNIVERSITY’S SPRING 2022 CHEMISTRY STUDENT AWARD RECIPIENTS

are…

gold...

Chemistry Undergraduate Gold Award (research):
Shahir Sarasiya (Prof. Maged Henary’s Group)

Chemistry Master’s Gold Award (research):
Stefanie Casa (Prof. Maged Henary’s Group)

Chemistry Doctoral Gold Award (research):
Hedi Ma (Prof. Gangli Wang’s Group)

undergraduate...

Best Overall University Scholar:
Ken Aratame (Prof. Maged Henary’s Group)

ACS Award in Physical Chemistry:
James Gay (Prof. Samer Gozem’s Group)

Chemistry Award for Excellence in Undergraduate Work:
Hyein Kang
endowed...

Bradford Scott Beerman Memorial Scholarship (undergraduate, academic):

Mi-Tien Lee  (Dr. Ming Luo’s Group)

The Al Baumstark Undergraduate Research Award (research):

James Gay  (Prof. Samer Gozem’s Group)

David W. Boykin Graduate Fellowship in Medicinal Chemistry (Ph.D. research, medicinal chemistry):

Xuan Fu  (Prof. Jun Yin’s Group)

Ambrose H. Pendergrast Fellowship (Ph.D. research, biochemistry):

Ruochuan Liu  (Prof. Jun Yin’s Group)

Alfons L. Baumstark Fellowship (Ph.D. research):

Emmanuel Buabeng  (Prof. Maged Henary’s Group)

Robert “Pete” Pullen Family Scholarship (masters/Ph.D. research, analytical chemistry):

Ruoyu Yang  (Prof. Gangli Wang’s Group)

Harry P. Hopkins, Jr. Scholarship in Physical Chemistry (undergraduate/masters/Ph.D. research, physical chemistry):

Grant Derdeyn-Blackwell  (Prof. Gregory Poon’s Group)

...........................................
graduate...

Chemistry Award for Excellence in Doctoral Work (research):
Xiaolin Sheng  (Prof. Suri Iyer’s Group)

Chair’s Award (Ph.D. research):
Deborah Santos  (Prof. Suazette Mooring’s Group)

Graduate Award for Outstanding Leadership (masters/Ph.D., service):
Steven Brenden  (Prof. Mark Germann’s Group)

……………………..……….

teaching...

Graduate Teaching Awards, Ph.D. Level:
Deborah Santos  (Prof. Suazette Mooring’s Group)
Güliz Ersoy Özmen  (Prof. Maged Henary’s Group)
Thao Le  (Prof. Markus Germann’s Group)

Graduate Teaching Awards, Master’s Level:
In Ho Jeong  (Prof. Jun Yin’s Group)
David Brewer  (Prof. Kathy Grant’s Group)
Daniel Kim  (Non-Thesis)

Undergraduate Student Assistant Award:
Kiara Shoulders

……………………..……….